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1     Introduction 
The scene of “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” (literally, 
“citizens of the Reich” and “self-administrators”) spans a broad 
range of organisations with very different ideologies. What 
they all have in common is their fundamental rejection of the 
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and its legal system. The 
scene mostly consists of single individuals without any 
structural affiliations, but also of small and very small 
groupings, virtual networks, and supraregional groups. 
However, many scene members refuse to term themselves as 
“Reichsbürger” or “Selbstverwalter”. 

For many years, scene members have been applying a broad 
variety of theories and modes of behaviour, most of which are 
completely abstruse from an objective point of view. They 
make intensive use of the Internet and social media. In the real 
world, they also come up with very inventive ways to 
propagate their views, which are usually juridical nonsense. It 
has often been noticed that their publications and letters 
addressed to state entities are written in a presumptuous and 
aggressive style. For example, they threaten officials and public 
service employees with claims for damages or even with 
serious violent crimes. 

Distinction: “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” 

    There is a great variety of “Reichsbürger”, who have •
been active for years now. As early as 1985, a group 
called Kommissarische Reichsregierung (KRR)1 came to 
be known, which was ideologically close to a right-wing 
extremists’ campaign aimed at restoring the “German 
Reich”. In the following years and up to the present day, 
new “Reichsbürger” groupings have constantly evolved. 
These groupings often compete with each other. 

1     “Provisional Government of the Reich”. KRR was founded by Wolfgang Günter Ebel, a former employee of 
Deutsche Reichsbahn (East German Railways) who died in 2014. He appointed himself “Reich Chancellor” and was 
convinced to be governing Germany on behalf of the Allies. 5



    “Selbstverwalter” assert that they can “quit” the Federal •
Republic of Germany, sometimes referring to 
universally applicable human rights, and claim legal 
autonomy. They mainly differ from “Reichsbürger” in 
that their political orientation is not necessarily focused 
on a “German Reich”. All the same, they use almost 
identical argumentation patterns. Individuals who set 
up a “Selbstverwaltung” (“self-administrated territory”) 
simply declare to cease being a citizen of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. In some cases, they endeavour to 
emphasise this act by drawing up their own borders. 
Occasionally, they resort to violence when trying to 
defend their self-declared “sovereign territories” 
against government action. 

However, the various hybrid forms make it difficult to 
distinctly differentiate between “Reichsbürger” and 
“Selbstverwalter”. 

Definition 

“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” are groupings and 
single individuals who, for different motives and on 
different grounds – i.a. by referring to the historical German 
Reich, conspiracy theorist argumentation patterns, or a self-
defined law of nature – reject the existence of the Federal 
Republic of Germany and its legal system, deny the 
legitimacy of democratically elected representatives, or 
claim that the German legal system does not at all apply to 
them. Hence, there are concerns that they might infringe the 
law. 

6



2     Ideology 
Within the ranks of “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter”, 
fragments of the right-wing extremist ideology become 
manifest to varying degrees: While parts of the scene openly 
demonstrate right-wing extremist attitudes, most actors 
display only few or no conclusive elements of a right-wing 
extremist world view. However, their various argumentation 
patterns do have some issues in common with those of right-
wing extremists.  

The theories of “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” have at 
their core the rejection of the internationally recognised 
legitimacy and sovereignty of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, and, in parts, the propaganda for their vision of a 
“German Reich”. In this respect, scene members refer to 
different historical circumstances and statuses according to 
international law in Germany. The beginnings of this “Reich 
ideology” date back to the founding years of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

Since that time, different theses in ever new varieties have been 
advocated in multiple scene publications. The following list 
contains some of the most influential publications2: 

    “21 Punkte zur tatsächlichen Situation in Deutschland •
– Analyse & Aufklärung”3 

    This document has been circulating on the Internet for 
years and sums up the statements made by the “Reich 
ideologists”, according to which Germany is not a 
sovereign state, and the Federal Republic of Germany is 
still occupied by the Allies.

2     Cf. Michael Hüllen, Heiko Homburg and Yasemin Desiree Krüger: “Reichsbürger“ zwischen zielgerichtetem 
Rechtsextremismus und Staatsverdrossenheit, in: “Reichsbürger“ – Ein Handbuch, ed. by Dirk Wilking, Potsdam, 
2015, 2nd edition.

3     “21 points on the real situation in Germany – analysis & enlightenment”; website sonnenstaatland.wordpress.com 
(29 August 2017). Allegedly, the document was written by Wolfgang Günter Ebel, the late founder of KRR. 7



     “Die ‘BRD’-GmbH oder zur völkerrechtlichen •
Situation in Deutschland und den sich daraus 
ergebenden Chancen für ein neues Deutschland”4 

    The author is regarded as belonging to the 
“Reichsbürger” spectrum. In his book, he champions 
the scene’s usual assumptions, according to which the 
Federal Republic of Germany is not a sovereign state. 

     “Das Deutschland Protokoll”5 •

    The author is a former member of Deutsches Polizei 
Hilfswerk (DPHW)6 and belongs to the “Reichsbürger” 
spectrum. His 464-page book deals with common 
“Reich ideologist” ideas. 

4     “’FRG’ Ltd., or: On Germany’s situation under international law, and the opportunities it offers to build a new 
Germany”

5     “The Germany Protocol”

6     “German Police Support”. DHPW first came to notice in October 2012. It considered itself an organisation for the 
“protection of law and order”, similar to a vigilante group, and – according to its own statements – disintegrated in 
June 2013. Members of the group dressed up in mock police uniforms and took action mainly against bailiffs. In 
December 2015 and January 2016, the Local Court of Meissen (Saxony) sentenced DPHW members to prison terms 
ranging from ten to thirty months without probation for joint unlawful deprivation of liberty in concomitance 
with serious bodily harm and the misuse of official badges. They had violently detained a bailiff in order to prevent 
foreclosure. The sentence is not final; there have been several appeals, and a new decision is pending at the Dresden 
Regional Court.8

View of a DPHW press release which was published online.



2.1   Denial of the legitimacy and sovereignty of the  
         Federal Republic of Germany 

On the grounds of the obligations and dependencies that all 
states naturally take on when joining international treaties, 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” regularly come to the 
wrongful conclusion that such a state can generally not be 
termed sovereign. Against this background, members of the 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” scene like to state that 
the Allies never granted full sovereignty to the Federal 
Republic of Germany, but always kept their hegemony as 
occupation forces. The paper “Die ‘BRD’-GmbH” comments as 
follows: 

In summary, it must be established that the three 
Western occupation forces still exert supreme 
governmental power in the occupied territory. The 
“FRG”, an administrative construct created to this end, 
serves as an organ (i.e. an extension) of the three Western 
occupation forces.7 [Translation] 

2.2   Rejection of the Basic Law and the established  
         legal system 

“Reich ideology” followers also argue that the Basic Law was 
never adopted by a popular referendum, which they deem to 
be an indispensable prerequisite for a constitution to be valid. 
Consequently, “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” view the 
German state as not having a “valid” constitution and thus as 
not being existent. In order to substantiate this thesis, they 
either refer to Article 146 of the Basic Law8 or question its 
constitutionality, as is vehemently elaborated in the position 
paper “21 Punkte zur tatsächlichen Situation in Deutschland”:  

7     Klaus Maurer: Die “BRD“-GmbH oder zur völkerrechtlichen Situation in Deutschland und den sich daraus 
ergebenden Chancen für ein neues Deutschland, 2012, 1st edition.

8     Article 146 of the Basic Law says: “This Basic Law, which since the achievement of the unity and freedom of 
Germany applies to the entire German people, shall cease to apply on the day on which a constitution freely 
adopted by the German people takes effect.” [Translation] 9



[...] the stopgap that is subject to the law of occupation 
and goes by the name of “Federal Republic of Germany” 
was not given a constitution passed in a free popular 
referendum, but only a basic law. A basic law is a 
“provisional law in a territory under military occupation 
that serves to maintain peace and order for a certain 
time”.9 [Translation] 

2.3   Historical and territorial revisionism 

Parts of the scene claim that the “German Reich” still exists. In 
this context, however, the respective “Reichsbürger” do not 
always refer to the same “German Reich” but to different forms 
of government and sovereignty and different demarcations. 
For example, there are references to the years 1871, 1919, or 
1937. Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich10 comments on its 
territorial ideas as follows: 

The notion of reunification is [...] misleading, since only 
two parts of Germany have been reunified – the Federal 
Republic of Germany (West Germany) and the German 
Democratic Republic (Central Germany) – while East 
Germany is still occupied and German states such as 
Austria, Luxembourg, or Liechtenstein remain 
independent small states.11 [Translation] 

Revisionist ideas of this kind show unmistakable similarities to 
right-wing extremism, especially in questioning Germany’s 
eastern border, or in reclaiming Germany’s former eastern 
territories. Furthermore, claiming territorial expansion is 
contrary to the concept of international understanding (Art. 9 
of the Basic Law), and particularly to the peaceful relations 
between nations (Art. 26 of the Basic Law). 

9     Website anonyworldwide.files.wordpress.com (15 December 2017).

10   “The German Reich Government in Exile”

11   Website friedensvertrag.org (15 December 2017).10



 

The German Reich and its varying designations 

962-1806       Holy Roman Empire12 (as from 1512, with the 
                        official addition “of the German Nation”, also 
                        called “Old Reich”)13  

                        Form of government or rule: monarchy 

1871-1918     German Reich (also called “German Empire”,  
                        “Wilhelmine Empire”, or “Second Reich”)  

                        Form of government or rule: monarchy 

1918-1933     German Reich (also called “Weimar Republic”  
                           or “German Republic”)  

                        Form of government or rule: republic 

1933-1945     German Reich (also called “Third Reich”,  
                           “Greater German Reich”, “Hitler Reich”, or  
                        “Millennial Reich”)  

                        Form of government or rule: dictatorship 

According to the Federal Constitutional Court, the German 
Reich never fell, and the Federal Republic of Germany is not 
its legal successor but identical to it (albeit only “partly 
identical” in terms of territory). 

2.4   Ethnicity-based ideology 

Some groupings and individuals within the “Reichsbürger” and 
“Selbstverwalter” spectrum deem ethnic origin to be the only 
criterion of a person’s affiliation to the German people. 
Occasionally, they demand a proof of descent that goes back as 
 
12   Heiliges Römisches Reich

13   “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” do not usually refer to this period. It is listed here for the sake of 
completeness. 11



far as the Weimar Republic. For example, the “Reichsmeldestelle 
der Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich“14 states on its website: 

Every one of you holds a nationality which has, however, 
been concealed from you since the Weimar Republic. You 
thus hold a latent, ‘hidden’ nationality, automatically 
inherited by descent.15 [Translation] 

2.5   Anti-Semitism and denial of the Holocaust 

The “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” scene includes right-
wing extremists who advocate elements of anti-Semitic 
conspiracy theories, which at times are conveyed by using 
common right-wing extremist codes and cyphers. For 
instance, the Neue Gemeinschaft von Philosophen (NGvP)16 
claims that “the financially powerful international Jewry” has 
directed “the history of world affairs [...] for a very long time”17 
[translation]. The grouping tends to base its argumentation on 
“documents” that are evidently bogus, like the “Protocols of 
the Elders of Zion”. In another context, anti-Semitic concepts 
are veiled as criticism of “high finance”: 

The real rulers of the world are the representatives of 
international high finance. Their power is based on a 
fraudulent, interest-based central banking system which 
serves to disown people, companies, and states all over 
the world in a permanent and stealthy process.18 
[Translation] 

14   “Reich Registration Office of the German Reich Government in Exile”

15   Website reichsmeldestelle.org (15 December 2017).

16   “New Society of Philosophers”. The NGvP is a right-wing extremist media organisation which can also be regarded 
as belonging to the “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” spectrum.

17   Website kulturkampf2.info (18 December 2017).

18   Klaus Maurer: Die “BRD“-GmbH oder zur völkerrechtlichen Situation in Deutschland und den sich daraus 
ergebenden Chancen für ein neues Deutschland, 2012, 1st edition.12



This is complemented by secondary anti-Semitic argumentation 
patterns19: For example, Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich 
complains that “we [Germans] [...] have to pay for the 
descendants of Holocaust survivors after two, three, or even 
more generations”20 [translation]. 

In an online publication headlined “The Jewish world 
conspiracy against the peoples of Europe is evident! – its last 
phase has been initiated with the floods of asylum seekers” 
[translation], NGvP does not even shy away from denying the 
Holocaust. It says: 

The Jewish elite have orchestrated the Holocaust lie so 
that they can demonise and subjugate their worst 
enemy, the Germans.21 [Translation] 

3     Sympathisers 
The total number of “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” 
followers in Germany is currently estimated at about 19,00022. 
When the domestic intelligence services started monitoring 
the spectrum in the autumn of 2016, it was initially estimated 
at about 10,000. The increase, which has by now become 
obvious, can mainly be attributed to the domestic intelligence 
services having available more information. 

The majority of “Reichsbürger” and 
“Selbstverwalter” are male and over the age of 
40. Many of them have been active in the 
scene for many years, which has allowed their 
subversive attitudes to become firmly 
entrenched over time. 

19   Secondary anti-Semitism is based on the statement that the Holocaust is exploited by “the Jews” in order to 
financially and politically blackmail Germany. The accusation that “the Jews” use Holocaust commemoration for 
their own purposes often goes along with the relativisation or outright denial of the Holocaust.

20   Website friedensvertrag.org (18 December 2017).

21   Website kulturkampf2.info (18 December 2017).

22   Date of information: 30 September 2018. 13
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According to current intelligence, about 95023 members of the 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” scene are right-wing 
extremists. Right now, there is no evidence of a possible 
strategic co-operation between right-wing extremists, 
“Reichsbürger”, and “Selbstverwalter”.24  

4     Strategies 
Scene members use manifold methods in order to spread their 
views, assert their own interests, and complicate government 
action. Some of these methods are described in the following 
list: 

     The “Malta scam” •

    Using the so-called Malta scam, scene members try to 
intimidate civil servants – e.g. judges, judicial clerks, and 
bailiffs – with financial claims that can be rather 
horrific. To this end, they enter their victims’ imaginary 
debts into an Internet-based US debtors’ register, which 
is also known as the “UCC register”, due to its statutory 
basis in the US Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). To do 
so, it is not necessary to prove the existence of a debt or 
a damage incurred. Then, these claims are assigned to a 
Malta-based debt-collecting company founded for this 
purpose. So far, however, no cases have come to be 
known of sued German officials having received a 
statement of claim or a European payment order from 
Malta. 

     “Excessive writing” and personal confrontation •

    “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” often use the 
strategy of “excessive writing”, which means that they 
flood authorities with pseudo-juridical letters which are 
often extremely lengthy. It is also common for them to 

23   Date of information: 30 September 2018.

24   For information on ideological overlaps with right-wing extremist argumentation patterns, see chapter 2.14
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directly confront government offices and authorities 
over the telephone or in person. At times, conversations 
with government officials are recorded and published 
online. This method aims at paralysing the authorities’ 
day-to-day business, but also at intimidating and 
publicly embarrassing individual employees. 

     Fantasy documents •

    It is common among scene members to produce and 
sell fantasy documents (e.g. “certificates of nationality” 
or “driving licences”) or to modify car number plates. 
This serves as a visible sign of their deliberate 
dissociation from the German state. 

     “Scene managers” •

    “Scene managers” mainly act to further their own 
financial interests. By selling fantasy documents, but 
also CDs, books, and other items, they try to do lucrative 
business with the “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” 
philosophy. Some even offer financial investments. 
Many “scene managers” raise substantial revenues from 
expensive but worthless scene training and “legal 
consultation”. Additionally, so-called legal consultants 
pretend to be experts specialised in the field of “Reich 
law”. Their incorrect legal opinions and pseudo-
juridical advice especially harm those who rely on their 
alleged expertise without question. 

     “Yellow certificate” •

    In spite of the scene’s common rejection of identity 
documents issued by the Federal Republic of Germany, 
many “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” turn to 
state authorities, which they do not actually recognise, 
in order to apply for a certificate of nationality25. They 
act on the assumption that only this so-called yellow 

25   In the Federal Republic of Germany, the certificate of nationality is an official document which serves to record the 
holder’s German citizenship.16



certificate can guarantee their “full legal capacity” as 
holders of basic rights. An application for a certificate of 
nationality is especially likely to have been filed by a 
scene member if the place of birth is given as “Kingdom 
of Bavaria”, “Kingdom of Prussia” [Translation], and the 
like. In 2017, cases became known of “Reichsbürger” 
and “Selbstverwalter” trying to have their voter’s 
notifications notarised in order to use them for 
identification purposes. 

     Foundation of fantasy states •

    As yet, the activities carried out by members of the 
scene have culminated in the establishment of various 
“governments” and “administrations”, or the 
declaration of “kingdoms” or “states”. This includes 
municipalities which have been “reactivated”, 
“activated”, or “reorganised” by the scene. In several 
federal states, “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” 
have tried to declare “their” municipality independent 
from the Federal Republic of Germany, issuing lengthy 
letters of self-empowerment. To this end, they 
sometimes write letters to foreign embassies as well, 
requesting that the municipality or regional authorities 
they have “established” be recognised under 
international law. When newly establishing 
“municipalities” of this kind, the foremost objective is 
to elude the legitimate state authorities’ jurisdiction. 

17



5     Groupings 
The “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” scene is mainly 
determined by personal contacts. Despite the existence of 
numerous individual groupings, it is mostly without structure. 
Additionally, groupings often disband due to recurring 
disagreements and quarrels, and new ones are formed. 
Therefore, the fluctuation within the scene is high. What all the 
different groups have in common is their extensive 
correspondence and/or the provision of selected information. 
From a logical perspective, however, most organisations’ 
(world) views are barely comprehensible. 

18



They usually become manifest in incoherent or even ludicrous 
theories, which show 

    a lack of understanding of the rule of law, and •

    a general disposition towards refusing applicable laws.  •

This is not, however, necessarily associated with a particular 
inclination to violence. The following list highlights some 
selected transregional groupings. 

5.1   Amt für Menschenrecht26 

The Amt für Menschenrecht currently appears as a rather 
inscrutable organisational network with no coherent 
philosophy. Its founder’s theories include denying the 
legitimacy of the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
denigrating it as a “fascist and lawless state” or as a “company”. 
Applicable German law is generally declared invalid, on the 
grounds that it allegedly infringes the human rights of 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter”. 

5.2   Staatenbund Deutsches Reich27 

The grouping Deutsches Reich28 or Staatenbund Deutsches 
Reich (sporadically also called 2. Deutsches Reich29) sees itself 
as an umbrella organisation whose main task is to coordinate 
co-operation among its so-called Gliedstaaten (“constituent 
states”) Deutsches Reich – Freistaat Preußen30, Volksstaat 
Bayern31, Republik Baden32, Bundesstaat Sachsen33 and Freier 
Volksstaat Württemberg34. This conception is based on “state 
treaties” concluded between the Deutsches Reich – Freistaat 

26   “Office for Human Rights”

27   “Confederacy of the German Reich”

28   “German Reich”

29   “Second German Reich”

30   “German Reich – Free State of Prussia”

31   “People’s State of Bavaria”

32   “Republic of Baden”

33   “Federal State of Saxony”

34   “Free People’s State of Württemberg” 19



20 Flag bearing the coat of arms of the grouping Bundesstaat Bayern  
(“Federal State of Bavaria”); now renamed Volksstaat Bayern (“People's State of Bavaria”).



Preußen and all other “constituent states of 2. Deutsches 
Reich” in September 2016. It can thus be assumed that there are 
close ties between the various groupings. 

Moreover, the Staatenbund Deutsches Reich claims to strive to 
restore people’s “real nationality” and “their related land rights 
and human rights” [translation].35 To this end, anyone who is 
interested can pay a fee to obtain fantasy documents via the 
website of the respective “constituent state”. In addition, the 
“Präsidium des Deutschen Reichs”36 maintains an active 
correspondence, mostly directed to authorities. 

In 2017, the police authorities took search measures against 
several “constituent states” on suspicion of illegal assumption 
of public authority and commercial and organised forgery of 
documents. 

5.3   Freistaat Preußen37 

The grouping Freistaat Preußen38 sees itself as the legitimate 
legal successor of the German Reich within its borders of 1937, 
and therefore rejects the sovereignty and existence of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. It has for some time been trying 
to build up a hierarchical structure with an “administrative 
government” at the top, and to establish subordinate 
“provinces”. From the authorities’ point of view, the creation of 
numerous such subordinate provinces suggests considerable 
recruitment activities. The organisation also writes letters in 
vast numbers to civil servants, sometimes using an aggressive 
style, and often threatening to hold them “personally liable”. 
Representatives of Freistaat Preußen vilify the government of 
the Federal Republic of Germany as an “executive board”, and 
the state itself as a “company”. 

35   Website staatenbund-deutschesreich.info (24 October 2017).

36   “Presidium of the German Reich”

37   “Free State of Prussia”

38   The grouping Freistaat Preußen is not identical with or linked to the association Freistaat Preußen which is based 
in Verden (Lower Saxony) and edits the anti-Semitic publication “Stimme des Reiches” (“Voice of the Reich”). 21



5.4   Verfassunggebende Versammlung39 

The Verfassunggebende Versammlung denies the statehood of 
the Federal Republic of Germany because in its view the 
German reunification of 1990 never happened. It rather deems 
the Federal Republic of Germany an “US American company” 
or “a commercial organisation that is subject to maritime and 
commercial law”. Consequently, all constitutional treaties 
concluded since 1990 are rejected as void by the 
Verfassunggebende Versammlung.40 In connection with this 
rejection of the established system, they continuously vilify 
officials, and publicly refer to members of the government as 
“traitors against the people”41 [translation]. 

5.5   Exilregierung Deutsches Reich42 

The Exilregierung Deutsches Reich is a grouping founded in 
2004 whose members bestow on themselves titles and political 
designations sounding quite pompous in part. For instance, the 
Exilregierung Deutsches Reich has its own “Reich Chancellor” 
who is supported by a “Presidium”, and a “Minister of Justice” 
who has at times been presented as “His Excellency”. 

In terms of ideology, the grouping is regarded as revisionist. 
According to them, “there is only one German state, the 
GERMAN REICH within the borders of 31  December  1937” 
[translation]. Followers refer to the constitution of 1871 and its 
legal status as of 29  July  1914.43 In its rejection of the state 
sovereignty of the Federal Republic of Germany, the group 
resorts to well-known argumentation patterns used by 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter”. The group’s philosophy 
also features ideological elements like anti-Semitism and a 
positive reference to the times of National Socialism. 

39   “Constituent Assembly”

40   Website alliance-earth.com (24 October 2017).

41   Website ddbnews.wordpress.com (24 October 2017).

42   “German Reich Exile Government”

43   Website friedensvertrag.info (24 October 2017).22



After a number of discords and falling-outs, a fraction called 
Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich split away from the 
Exilregierung Deutsches Reich in 2012. Relations between the 
two groupings have been manifestly tense ever since. 

5.6   Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich44 

Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches Reich is currently active in 
several federal states. Just like the grouping it originates from, 
it maintains pseudo-state institutions, such as a “Reich 
registration office” or a “press and media office”. Both 
groupings still bear a strong structural resemblance to one 
another. However, the “officials” of Die Exil-Regierung 
Deutsches Reich deliberately choose other designations for 
their offices. This is also marked as a crucial reason for the 
secession, as declared in the objectives of Die Exil-Regierung 
Deutsches Reich: 

We strictly repudiate zealots and those who pass death 
sentences as (former) Reich chancellors. This is one of the 
reasons why the Exil-Regierung chose to abolish the 
office of Reich chancellor.45 [Translation] 

One particular characteristic of Die Exil-Regierung Deutsches 
Reich is its revisionist ideology. Followers fundamentally reject 
the Federal Republic of Germany and its Basic Law. Some of 
them aim at an empire, thereby challenging the territorial 
integrity of several neighbouring states. 

5.7   Staatenlos.info – Comedian e. V.46 

The core thesis of this grouping, too, is based on repudiating 
the established legal system and denying the state sovereignty 
of the Federal Republic of Germany. According to the 
association’s ideas, the Weimar Constitution of 1919 is still 

44   “The German Reich Government in Exile”

45   Website friedensvertrag.org (5 September 2017).

46   “Staatenlos.info – Comedian regd. assoc.” 23



valid, and a “general legal solution” is needed in order to 
“finally LIBERATE Germany, Europe, and the entire world 
from the fascist colony, and to restore world peace” 
[translation]. In their view, only the “implementation of the 
legal combination of Articles 139 and 146 of the Basic Law of 
the Federal Republic of Germany” can lead to the “definite and 
final victory over the fascists and their global colonialism!”47 
[translation]. 

The association’s website holds extremely vast numbers of 
documents with contents typical of the scene. Besides their 
online activities, the group also holds vigils, which it 
documents on social media platforms by posting photos and 
videos. 

5.8   Keltisch-Druidische Glaubensgemeinschaft e. V.  
         (KDG)48 

On its website, the KDG champions numerous pseudo-religious 
and “jusnaturalistic” statements, but also typical ideas of 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter”: For instance, they do not 
recognise German federal identification cards as valid 
documents because they allegedly only establish the holders’ 
nationality, not their citizenship. They do not generally deny the 
existence of the Federal Republic of Germany, but they allege 
that it does not act in the role of a state or a sovereign but only 
in favour of exclusively private interests. Overall, the KDG puts 
its ideas of individual liberty above general legal regulations and 
occasionally displays a negative attitude towards the established 
German legal system. At the moment, the group is composed of 
a wide variety of actors. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that all 
members of the association must categorically be regarded as 
“Reichsbürger” or “Selbstverwalter”. Still, since KDG members at 
least verbally reject the legal system, there is the risk that single 
individuals from this circle might actually infringe it. 

47   Website staatenlos.info (8 January 2018).

48   “Celtic-Druidic Faith Community regd. assoc.”24



6     Violence and militancy 
The majority of scene members focus on disputes with 
government agencies and offices, and spread their socio-
political views mainly on the Internet. Their demeanour 
towards officials and state institutions is often characterised by 
serious verbal aggression. At this time, however, the use of 
massive physical violence cannot be ruled out any more. The 
potential for escalation is increasingly high especially when 
official measures are conducted against “Reichsbürger” or 
“Selbstverwalter”. 

6.1   The problem of permits issued under weapons  
         legislation 

A special risk is posed by scene members who hold weapons 
permits. Since they do not recognise the legal system of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the authorities can assume 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” to be too unreliable to 
possess a weapon49. Any weapon/firearm possessed by a scene 
member thus entails an incalculable risk of actually being used, 
especially at the occasion of administrative measures. 

Scene members are more likely to hold a weapons permit than 
the general population: Approximately 940 “Reichsbürger” and 
“Selbstverwalter” currently hold one or several weapons 
permits.50 The scene’s affinity for weapons is particularly 
striking given that a high number of weapons permits have 
already been withdrawn. There have also been various finds of 
illegal weapons. 

49   On the issue of weapon holders’ reliability, the Lüneburg Higher Administrative Court formulated the following 
headnote in its ruling of 18 July 2018 (11 ME 181/17): “A holder of a firearms licence who declares himself a so-
called ‘Reichsbürger’ in letters to authorities, denying the validity of the legal system of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and thus the validity of the Weapons Act, can generally be deemed unfit to carry a weapon.” [translation]

50   Date of information: 30 September 2018. 25



6.2   Seizure of weapons 

In 2017, the authorities conducted 
numerous seizures. The following 
list contains some of the most 
remarkable examples of executive 
measures against “Reichsbürger” 
and “Selbstverwalter” during 
which firearms were found and 
seized: 

    In February, March, and July 2017, searches were •
conducted against the organisation Bundesstaat 
Bayern51 in Bavaria, Baden-Württemberg, and 
Rhineland-Palatinate. These led to the seizure of a great 
quantity of IT devices, cash money, storage media, and 
in some cases of weapons. 

    In March 2017, a total of 36 weapons and approximately •
20,000 rounds of ammunition were confiscated in the 
course of searches and seizures in North Rhine-
Westphalia. The four individuals who were affected 
referred to themselves as “Reichsbürger”. One of them 
carried a hidden gun at the time of the police measure. 

    In September 2017, the police also seized firearms and •
several thousand rounds of ammunition from 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” in Berlin and 
Wandlitz (Brandenburg). 

From the authorities’ point of view, it is possible that due to the 
scene members’ affinity for weapons, they might reinforce 
their efforts to illegally procure weapons in the future. 

51   “Federal State of Bavaria”26

Police operation at the organisation 
Bundesstaat Bayern (“Federal State of 

Bavaria”), February 2017, Bavaria.



6.3   Serious violent crimes 

In 2016, there were two cases of serious violent crimes which 
escalated into shootouts between “Reichsbürger” and police 
officers: 

    On the occasion of an eviction on 25  August  2016 in •
Reuden (Saxony-Anhalt), there was a shootout between 
the “Reichsbürger” Adrian U. and the police. Previously, 
U. had mobilised against the looming eviction on the 
Internet. When police officers arrived on the scene in 
order to enforce the eviction as announced, they were 
massively attacked by U. and some of his supporters. 
Adrian U. was seriously injured, while two police 
officers sustained minor injuries. U. is currently under 
arrest. Charges are pending before the Halle/Saale 
Regional Court; they include attempted murder in 
concomitance with serious bodily harm, the 
obstruction of executory officers in the performance of 
their duties, and violations of the Weapons Act. 

    On 19  October  2016, police officers were deployed to •
seize about 30 hunting and sports weapons that were in 
the possession of scene member Wolfgang P. in 
Georgensgmünd (Bavaria). When they entered his 
apartment in the early morning hours, P. was already 
wearing a bulletproof vest and immediately started 
shooting at the officers. Four police officers were 
injured during the operation, one of whom died of his 
serious injuries shortly afterwards. In October 2017, the 
Nuremberg-Fürth Regional Court sentenced Wolfgang 
P. to life imprisonment for the murder of a police 
officer, attempted murder, and serious bodily harm. 

But even when they are not in possession of firearms, 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” attack police officers, 
sometimes causing them serious injury. In November 2017, for 
instance, a 58-year-old-man in Fürstenberg/Havel (Brandenburg) 27



resisted his arrest so violently that he seriously injured one of the 
police officers. Afterwards, he fled the scene. The arrest warrant 
was based on his failure to pay a marginal fine. 

7     Conclusion 
The ideological elements present in the “Reichsbürger” and 
“Selbstverwalter” scene are so diverse that individuals 
disenchanted with politics and the state can easily be attracted 
to conspiracy theorist views. These views can ultimately foster 
a genuine “hatred” of the German state. Consequently, 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” in their entirety can be 
classified as subversive and extremist. They may show the 
following characteristics: 
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Illegitimacy or non-
existence of the FRG

Reference to the 
German Reich

Foundation of  
fantasy states

Production of  
fantasy documents

Verbal and/or  
physical attacks on  

civil servants

Argumentation 
patterns that are anti-

Semitic or which glorify 
National Socialism

Characteristics of “Reichsbürger”  
and “Selbstverwalter”



At this point in time, it is very difficult to assess the threat 
potential of the “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” scene in 
general, because it is highly heterogeneous and involves a 
broad variety of individuals and groups. However, based on 
previous offences and violent crimes, it must be assumed that 
at least parts of the scene will keep resorting to violence in 
extreme cases in order to defend their own world view. Within 
the scene, this is regarded as a legitimate means of “self-
protection”. The events of Reuden and Georgensgmünd 
especially illustrate the heavy potential danger posed by 
“Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter”. 

Additionally, the large number of weapons permits among 
scene members proves their high affinity for weapons. The 
security authorities must take appropriate measures to 
systematically counter the resulting threat potential, because it 
can generally be assumed that scene members lack law-
abidance and are not reliable enough to possess weapons. 
Furthermore, the domestic intelligence services must keep a 
close watch on the scene due to its threat potential, the 
offences committed in the past, and the high level of verbal and 
physical aggression. 
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